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Abstract 

With the rapid development of social media, video sharing sites like YouTube are 

getting more and more attention. Discovering the view growth pattern have become 

interesting topics for researchers as well as advertisers, media companies.  In this paper, 

we analyze two aspects about video view growth pattern of YouTube videos. Firstly, the 

pattern of aggregated view is studied. It is found that the aggregated view rate peaks in 

the first few days, and falls quickly in the following days, and then decrease slowly during 

the consecutive weeks. Finally, the view rate tends to be a constant on the long run. The 

aggregated view count after a period of two months can be fitted with a linear line. 

Secondly, the view growth pattern of individual video is explored. The results indicate 

that the majority of videos peak at the very beginning of videos’ lifetime, and the category 

of view sources causes the peak is different. The view count of individual video and the 

view count from each source item also stabilize after a period of two months, and we 

finally show the referring time and active period of each source item. 

 

Keywords:  aggregated view pattern; individual view pattern; view rate; view source; 

stabilization of view count 

 

1. Introduction 

Over the past few years, social media has played a more and more important role in our 

lives, and YouTube is one of the typical examples. As a video sharing site, YouTube has 

more than one billion registered users, and billions of videos are watched each day [1]. 

The development of social media has boosted the social marketing. As a result, through 

the data information on the YouTube to tap the potential of the law and valuable 

information has been the focus of various communities such as researchers, advertisers, 

and publishers. 

In our previous work, we analyzed the main sources of video views, including the 

search engines and recommendation systems of YouTube, mobile terminals, channel 

subscriptions, embedding capability on web pages, blogs, and social networks [2]. 

However, there are still some interesting questions need to be answered. First, whether the 

aggregated view pattern of view count and view rate has distinct characteristics? Second, 

how different sources of views contribute the view growth of videos over time? Third, 

when individual video’s popularity peak ? What category of view sources caused the 

peak? Fourth, whether view count of individual video, and the view count from each 

source item also stabilizes after a period of time? Fifth, what is the referring time and 

active period of each source item. 
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In order to answer the questions raised above, we collected seven months of data for 

more than 6000 videos from YouTube. We extract the information and analyze it in the 

following two aspects. On the one hand, the aggregated view pattern is studied. One the 

other hand, the statistics of individual video view pattern is explored. Through the 

analysis of a variety of viewing patterns in these two aspects, we present the answers for 

the aforementioned questions. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we survey the literature of 

existing related works. The dataset of YouTube videos is described in section 3. Section 4 

analyzes the aggregated view pattern. The statistics of individual video view pattern is 

explored in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper. 
 

2. Related Work 

As the representative of the social media in recent years, YouTube has been gradually 

changing people’s way of life, a lot of research works have been done on YouTube. Cha 

et al. conducted a broad analysis about the characteristics of video popularity on 

YouTube, such as the video age, the level of content aliasing or of illegal content [3-4]. 

Chatzopoulou et al. analyzed popularity in a comprehensive fashion by looking at 

properties and patterns in time and considering various popularity metrics, they found that 

view count is highly correlated with the number of comments, ratings, and favorites [5]. 

Figueiredo et al. characterized popularity growth for three different types of videos, 

namely, Quality, Viral and Junk video, show that popularity growth patterns depend on 

the video dataset [6]. Moreover, they presented a model of predicting popularity trends 

complementary to hits in the following work [7]. In their most recent work, the authors 

discuss the factors that impact the popularity dynamics of social media [8]. Chen et al. 

study how the video popularity changes over its lifetime for different types of videos, and 

proposed a lifetime model of online video popularity [9]. 

The works mentioned above are based on the analysis of the popularity from all the 

video sources. However, in this paper, we explore how each video source affects the 

overall viewing distribution and individual video’s popularity. 

In addition, a lot of popularity prediction models are proposed for online content 

including images, YouTube videos and Digg stories [1], [10-14]. Especially in [13], 

Szabo and Huberman compared the accuracy of using early popularity to predict the 

future popularity on Digg and YouTube. The results show that predictions on YouTube 

are harder than on Digg. Our work is a supplement to theirs. By classifying the view 

sources, we study the contribution of each video source in each time of the video. The 

results of this work can provide some useful hints for building better prediction model. 

 

3. Data Set 

The data set consists of 6099 videos, which were retrieved from the most recent 

uploaded videos through YouTube Data API on September 9th, 2010. Among the videos, 

4309 were uploaded on September 8th and 1760 were uploaded on September 9th and 30 

were uploaded on September 7th. After retrieving the videos, the metadata, statistics & 

data, and related video list of them were crawled every three days over time until April 

10th, 2011. However, there were a few consecutive snapshots that the time period is not 

three days due to interrupts occurred during the crawling. The 17th and 18th snapshots 

have a time interval of 5 days and the 28th and 29th snapshots have a time interval of 6 

days and the 65th and 66th snapshots have an interval of 5 days. 
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4. Aggregated View Pattern 
 

4.1. Aggregated View Pattern of Videos 

We first investigated how the daily aggregated view rate changes over time, which is 

computed as the view count accumulated between every two consecutive snapshots over 

the days between the two consecutive snapshots. As shown in Figure 1, the daily 

aggregated view rate fell down a lot from the first point to the second point and then 

decrease more slowly during the consecutive weeks. Finally, the view rate tends to be a 

constant on the long run. Figure 2 shows the accumulated view count over time. As can 

be seen from the figure, the growth of the accumulated view count is fitted with a power 

law curve very well.  

 

Figure 1. The Daily Aggregated View Rate of All Videos Over Time. 

 

Figure 2. The Aggregated View Count of All Videos Over Time. 

The aggregated view count after the 60th day can also be well fitted with a linear line 

using the least squares method, and the fit is evaluated using the goodness of fit 2R : 
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where 
iy  is the observed view at day i , ˆ

iy  is the view from the fitted line at day i , and 

y is the mean of the observed view. The value of 2R  ranges from 0 to 1, where 2R  = 1 

indicates the best fit. The goodness of fit for the aggregated view count after the 60th day 

is 0.998. 

 

4.2. Aggregated View Pattern of Each Category of Sources 

We then explore how different sources of views contribute the view growth of videos 

over time. We calculated the percentage of daily aggregated view rate contributed by each 

view source, which indicates the importance of each view source during each time 

interval. As can be seen in Figure 3, the percentage of view rate contributed by Search 

and Mobile is quite stable over time. Furthermore, the percentage of view rate contributed 

by Related is very low at the beginning; however, it quickly rises to approximately 50%. 

On the contrary, view rate contributed by Embed and AFSY (Ad+Featured+Sub-

scribe+YouTube) is quite high at the very beginning and then drops over time. For more 

information of the view source category, we would like to refer you to our previous work 

[2]. 

 

Figure 3. The Percentage of View Rate from Each View Source 

In addition to the percentage of view rate from each source, we also examined the 

percentage of accumulated view count from each source. 
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Figure 4. The Percentage of Accumulated View Count from Each View 
Source 

As can be seen from the figure, the percentage of accumulated view count from both 

Search and Related increases as the time passes. More specifically, the percentage of 

accumulated view count from Search increases from 7.2% to 13.8%, and the percentage 

from Related increases from 5.7% to 29%. The percentage from Mobile keeps stable 

around 15%. However, the percentage from Embed and AFSY decreases quickly as the 

videos become older. 

 

5. Statistics of Individual Video View Pattern 

In the previous section, we found that the aggregated view count peaks at the very 

beginning of videos’ lifetime. In this section, we will investigate whether this is a 

collective behavior or just caused by a few exceptional videos. Is there any common 

characteristic shared by videos that peak at the beginning? What is the difference between 

videos that peak at the beginning and those peak later? Whether view count of individual 

video, and the view count from each source item also stabilizes after a period of time, e.g. 

two months. 

 

5.1. When Individual Videos Peak 

In Figure 1, it is shown that the aggregated view rate peaked at the first few days. In 

this section, we examine whether the peak is caused by a few videos or the majority 

videos. We investigated the time of each video’s view peaked and found that the majority 

of videos peaked at the first few days. As can be seen from Figure 5, approximately 

36.8% and 31.5% of the videos are peaked at the first four days and consecutive three 

days, respectively. It means approximately 70% of the videos peaked in the first week. 

Other videos are almost peaked evenly across the rest of time. 
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Figure 5. The Distribution of Peak Time 

5.2. What Category of View Sources Cause the Peak 

In this section, we investigate whether the peaks happened at different time were 

caused by different category of view sources. For each video, we examined when the 

view is peaked and identified the category of view sources that contributed the largest 

percentage of views during the peak time. We found that the early peaks are usually 

caused by Embed, YouTube Search, and YouTube Highlight etc. However, the later 

peaks are usually caused by Related, YouTube Search and Embed. 

 

Table 1. Percentage of Peaks Caused by Different Categories 

          Time 

Category 
[0,10] [0,30] [30,210] 

Embed 34.1 34.3 19.8 

YouTube 14.0 13.0 6.9 

Related 9.5 10.7 37.4 

Search 26.1 26.5 24.0 

Subscriber 9.0 8.4 0 

Mobile 7.3 7.1 11.8 

 

5.3. Stabilization of Individual Video View 

It is known that the aggregated view stabilizes after a period of about two months. In 

this section, we investigate when individual videos stabilize. In this paper, stabilization of 

individual video view means either the view count stop growing or grows linearly. The 

stability of video views is measured by stability coefficient S , which is defined as S  = 1 

if view count stop growing, otherwise the goodness-of-fit of linear regression S  = 2R . 

For a video, whose upload time was t  = 0, if there was a time point T  (T < 210 days) 

since then the stability coefficient of the video was high enough, then we say it took time 

T  for the video to stabilize. The distribution of stabilization time of videos is shown in 

Figure 6. For example, we take the stability coefficient 0.95 as the standard to judge how 

long it took for a video to stabilize, 22.4% of the videos had been stabilized just after it 

was uploaded and approximately 60% of the videos were stabilized within two months. 

On the other hand, 20.4% of the videos need more than five months to stabilize and 
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among them 5.9% of the videos had not yet been stabilized within the crawling period. 

The figure also shows the distribution of stabilization time for a standard of stability 

coefficient 0.90, under which more than 75% of the videos were stabilized within two 

months. 

 

Figure 6. The Distribution of the Time Needed for Stabilization 

5.4. Stabilization of View from Each Source Item 

In this section, we investigate whether the view from each source item is also stabilized 

after a period of two months. We measure the stability of view from each source item 

with the stability coefficient defined before. The result is shown in the third row of table 

2, which tells that the stability coefficient of view from each source item is about 0.88. So 

far, we have learned that all the three levels have a high stability coefficient after a period 

of two months, with the aggregated view count has the highest stability coefficient. Table 

3 shows the average stability coefficient for source items from each category. 

Table 2. The Stability Coefficients 

                 Time 

Type 

[60,210] 

 

Aggregated Videos S  0.998 

Video-level Average S  0.876 

Item-level Average S  0.882 

Table 3. The Stability Coefficients for Each Category 

        Time 

Type 

[60,210] 

 

Embed 0.876 

YouTube 0.861 

Related 0.847 

Search 0.910 

Subscribe 0.949 

Mobile 0.850 
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5.5. Referring Time and Active Period of Each Source Item 

In this section, we investigate when a source item referred to a video and how long it 

lasts for leading views to the video. The reason we investigate this problem is that we 

want to know what factors determine the stabilized rate. If some categories show up very 

early but last for a very short time and some categories show up much later but last for 

much longer. Then we can say the later categories determine the stabilized rate. The 

referring time of a source item to a video is represented by the age of the video when it is 

referred. The active days of a source item is represented by the number of days during 

when the view count from the source item continues growing. Since we have a limited 

period of data, the maximum active period for a source item is 210 days. The average of 

referring time and active days is shown in Table 4 and the distribution of referring time 

and active days is shown in Figure 7 and 8, respectively. In table 4, column count 

represents the number of source items for each given category. As shown in the table, 

Related and YouTube Search have the two largest number of source items, while featured 

and ad only have a very small number of source items. The average referring time of 

source items from subscriber category is only 0.6, which means the first view from a 

subscriber of a video is always within one day. We also find that the source items from 

Related are relatively later than items from Embed, Featured, YouTube etc, however, the 

difference is not that significant. For the active period, it is understandable that source 

items from mobile category has a large number of active days, since it actually represents 

the client type not the accessed place of a video. However, it is unexpected that the source 

items from featured category have the largest average active days. The source items from 

Subscriber, Google Search and YouTube have a relative short active period. The source 

items from Related and Embed have a moderate active period. As shown in Figure 7, the 

majority of source items from categories of Subscribe, Embed, YouTube pages and 

referral from are from the first day of a video been uploaded. While sources items from 

Related and Google Search take a while to refer to a video. 

Table 4. The Referring Time and Active Period of Source Items 

Type Count Referring time Active days 

Embed 12732 11.7 51.9 

Youtube 9308 11.0 31.4 

Related 20987 24.8 77.9 

Search 29430 14.6 42.1 

Subscribe 1694 0.6 20.3 

Mobile 4182 11.5 127.3 
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Figure 7. The Distribution of Referring Time 

 

Figure 8. The Distribution of Active Days 

In summary, it is shown that Related shows up later but lasts for a much longer period 

than other type of view source. On the contrary, Subscribe, YouTube Highlight and 

Embed show up earlier and have a smaller number of active days.  
 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigated the video view growth pattern by collecting the video 

information on the YouTube sharing website. The analysis is divided into two parts. In 

first part, the aggregated view pattern is studied; in the second part, the statistics of 

individual video view pattern is explored. Through the analysis of two aspects, we have 

arrived at the following conclusions. Firstly, the daily aggregated view rate drops very 

quickly during the first week, and then decrease more slowly during the consecutive 

weeks. Finally, the view rate tends to be a constant on the long run. This is also agreed 

with our result that the aggregated view count of all of the new videos grows linearly 

since 60th day. Moreover, the view count of individual video and the view count from 

each source item also stabilize after a period of two months. Secondly, the phenomenon 

that the aggregated view rate peaks at the very beginning of videos’ lifetime is caused by 

the composition of majority of videos. Furthermore, the early peaks are usually caused by 
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Embed, YouTube Search, and YouTube Highlight etc. However, for the rest of videos, 

their peak view rates show up in the later period and are usually caused by Related and 

YouTube Search. Thirdly, the search engines and recommendation systems are the two 

most important view sources persistently driving views for videos in the long run, as the 

percentage of accumulated view count from search increases from 7.2% to 13.8%, and the 

percentage from Related increases from 5.7% to 29% from the upload time to the end 

time of the investigation. We also demonstrated that Related shows up later but lasts for a 

much longer period than other type of view source, while, Subscribe, YouTube Highlight 

and Embed show up earlier and have a smaller number of active days.  
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